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Abstract: Our research consists of many approaches to present a wide, clear picture in 

understanding how a South-Western Balkan’s country such as Albania offers many ways in 

investments and development.What we will be further explaining are all the reasons that make 

Albania different from the countries in the region. Also, we will be giving points of view in 

where the investments from either national or international parties would not only be 

beneficial for the country’s economy, but very profitable for the investors as well.Known for 

the many opportunities it offers in this field, agriculture will be our focal point of attention. 

When Albania was under the communist regime, nearly 80% of the country’s GDP was made 

due to agricultural products. Taking into consideration the fact that technology, vehicles and 

farmers have higher aims and are way better than 30 years ago, we are absolutely positive 

that with a little bit of investment, this field will continue to remain priority. 

 

The second field we, after checking the latest statistics, are sure that Albania is worth 

investing is the tourism. Being the 4th in the 2014’s chart of places to visit is not enough. 

Acknowledging the improvements in some parts of tourism, there’s still plenty of work to do. 

We will be presenting the particular parts that still need support and also what will be the 

benefits to gain from these investments.Another thing we will be stressing in our paper is the 

urge to bring back the industrial factories and their processes. Before ‘90s, there were 

several towns in the country that had particular factories, providing the citizens with their 

needs and even exporting a part of the products. During this past decade, many discussions 

have led to this topic, yet never coming up with an agreement in the end. 

 

Lastly, we claim that technology is a very helping hand in the whole process of developing the 

economy. It will definitely be useful in international trades and it will help having a network 

available to all of those interested in investing in Albania.In our conclusion, we will be giving 

all the details on how we think all this process will be a success and in which ways it will 

make the country develop in surprisingly huge steps. 
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